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This week, Park Hills welcomed a new member to our management team. Jennifer Haramoto is a
13 year veteran of the food service industry and will be taking on the challenge of managing our
restaurant business here. Sharon will be increasing her focus on the event side of our business which
continues grow, with 80-100 scheduled functions on the books at any given time. They will also
overlap and support each other in reaching all of the service objectives we have here at the club.
Welcome “Jen” when you see her and wish both of them well.
On October 14th, about 80 golf Members attended the Fall Mixer and “Meeting”. We enjoyed some
good food, a few adult beverages, and Michael, Steve, and I spoke briefly on current and future issues
here at Park Hills. A few of the highlights for those of you unable to attend:
Both golf and food/beverage revenues are on track to meet or exceed expectations for this year. Our
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From a capital investment perspective, ownership has met their contractual five-year investment
commitment. Documentation to that effect will be sent to the Members of record in the coming
months.
Michael reported that the condominium and golf course improvement project is still undergoing a
feasibility analysis, but he gave it a 70% chance of coming to fruition in the next few years.
Steve recognized the Men’s and Women’s Greater Altoona teams for their performances in this year’s
event.
Ray Kallai voiced overwhelming approval for the direction the club has taken since the change of
ownership, and the Member group in attendance strongly concurred.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
In preparation for the 2016, we have finalized the Public Fee and Golf Outing pricing strategy as well
as Membership Dues. We intend to maintain our “no new weekend outings” stance and also to
continue to prioritize Member play on weekend mornings. Premium pricing will stay in effect for
public play on weekend mornings for any times still available two days out.

Effective for the January 2016 Member billings, golf dues will increase across all categories by 5% over
the 2015 rates. To offset part of that increase, we will no longer bill Members individually for the cost
of the WPGA dues, GHIN handicap and tournament scoring services. This effectively reduces the
amount of the increase to about 3%. We hope you will still find your Membership to be an excellent
value and we thank you for your support in helping us continue the progress here at Park Hills.
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November Lunch Entrées
11/1– Chicken Bruschetta and Stuffed Flounder
11/8– Pork Marsala and Seafood Cannelloni
11/15– Eggplant Rollatini and Flank Steak
11/22– Grilled Salmon and Chicken Cacciatore
11/29– Lasagna Rolls and Mediterranean Cod

